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Exercise 2A: Scanning to find information  

Scan these three short biographies and complete the table that follows by 

filling in the required information.  

HIE Dhlomo was born in 1903 near Pietermaritzburg and died in 1956 at the age of 

53. During his short life, he accomplished a great deal. He was a teacher, a journalist 

and the assistant editor of a Zulu-English newspaper. Besides thousands of 

journalistic articles, he wrote 24 plays, ten short stories and more than 140 poems. 

One of his most famous poems was Valley of a thousand hills which was more than 

1000 lines long. In his plays, Dhlomo was often concerned with aspects of the past, 

and he always attempted to use past events to shed light on the present.  

 

Maya Angelo’s real name was Marguerite Johnson. She got the name ‘Maya’ from 

her brother’s habit of calling her ‘Mya Sister’. She was born in 1928. When she was 

eight, she had a traumatic experience and hardly spoke for five years. She was a 

teacher, a poet and writer, an actress, a singer and a civil rights activist. In 1960, she 

left the USA where she was born and moved to Cairo where she became the editor 

of The Arab Observer. She has received more than 30 honorary degrees. The first of 

her five autobiographies, I know why the caged bird sings is her most famous book.  

 

Alan Paton was born and educated in Pietermaritzburg, Kwa-Zulu Natal, in 1903. He 

began his life as a teacher before he became principal of Diepkloof Reformatory. He 

wrote about his experiences in his autobiography, Towards the mountain. His most 

famous novel, Cry the beloved country, made him world famous. He also wrote short 

stories and poems. He was honoured in South Africa and in many countries abroad, 

and was awarded an honorary doctorate from Harvard University in the USA. He 

held strong but compassionate political views. He died on 12 April 1988.  
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Draw and complete the below table in your grammar book.  

Name Birth Death Most 
famous 
work  

Occupations Nationality  

1. HIE 
Dhlomo 

     

2. Maya 
Angelo 

     

3. Alan Paton       
 

 

Exercise 2B: Scan to answer basic questions 

Scan the newspaper article below and then answer the questions that follow.  

YOUNG GIRL GIVES UP BELOVED TOY TO HELP OTHER 

CHILDREN 

Christie’s Auctioneers announced yesterday that a valuable mohair teddy bear was 

to be auctioned off, and the money donated to the children of Somalia. Amanda 

Bligh (11), on hearing at her school of the starving children, asked her mother to sell 

her teddy and to donate the money to the organisation, Gift of the Givers. The teddy 

had belonged to Amanda’s great-grandmother and is dated at around 1915. Shirley, 

Amanda’s mother said until her mother had given it to Amanda, the teddy had never 

been played with.  

This accounted for its excellent condition. The teddy bear is expected to be 

auctioned for more than R4000 when it goes under the hammer tomorrow. A 

spokesman for the Gift of the Givers stated that he was both touched and delighted 

at Amanda’s kindness and generosity and appealed to all members of the public to 

assist by donating either money or food to stop hunger in this drought-stricken and 

war-torn country.  

Questions  

Answer the following questions in your grammar book.  

1. Name the mother of the donor of the teddy bear.      (1) 

2. Explain why the teddy bear was being donated.      (2) 

3. Identify when the teddy bear was manufactured.      (1) 

4. Provide a reason as to why the teddy bear was so valuable and substantiate 

your answer with evidence from the text.       (2) 

5. Explain how the teddy bear would assist the children of Somalia.    (2) 

6. Identify where Amanda got her toy.        (1) 

7. To whom would the money be given to?        (1) 

8. Why was the teddy bear still in a good condition?      (2) 
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Exercise 2C: Read a synopsis 

 

Read the following synopsis of a book and answer the questions that 

follow.  
 

The story of my life by Helen Keller 
 

In this autobiography, Helen Keller introduces herself by describing her family 

history and the setting into which she was born. An illness, which she 

contracted at 19 months, left her unable to see or hear. Keller narrates how 

Annie Sullivan, who becomes her governess, manages to break the 

communication barrier, teaches Helen sign language and improves both her 

attitude and behaviour. Eventually, through her determination and Annie’s 

tireless efforts, Helen learns to read and speak. After years of painstaking 

preparation, Helen gains admission into Radcliff, an Ivy-League university in 

the United States. The story of my life is an account of her struggles and 

triumphs, and her success as the first deaf and blind woman to achieve a 

university education. It serves as a lesson and inspiration to readers of all 

ages.  

 Questions  

1. Skim the first sentence and write down what type of book (genre) the extract 

comes from.      

2. Name the person that helps Helen Killer overcome her handicaps. Provide her 

position.  

3. Quote the words that suggest that Helen was initially a difficult child.  

4. Explain how Helen overcomes the communication barrier.  

5. Explain what is special about her entrance into university.  

6. Provide the adjective in the passage that describes Annie’s character.  


